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“Brands are built on what people are
saying about you, not what you are
saying about yourself”

The Supersealer MBS is our flagship sealer for the

OKI looked at several solution providers for

medical industry. We have partnered with Code

our customers’ UDI print requirements on our

Throughout the years OK International

Tech and Keyence to fulfill FDA compliance dates

Supersealer MBS sealer and quickly realized that

has strived to be different and unique

for UDI requirements.

Code Tech’s iJET had several unique features that

compared to our competitors. We have

provide a competitive advantage to them. The iJET

really listened to our customers and

The Supersealer MBS, Medical Band Sealer is a

is a self-contained print module that requires no

prospects who want their packaging

rotary band sealer designed to meet ISO11607-2,

additional control box or operator interface, and

needs to be taken care of in the best

ISO13485, ISO9001 and EN868 standard require-

is the only HP print system that uses the Ethernet

possible way, in an efficient, but still the

ments for the medical industry. The Supersealer

port to provide power to both the printer and

most cost effective way. As OKI has always

MBS continuously seals a wide range of medical

the vision system, while simultaneously allowing

said; “Brands are built on what people

packaging materials including Plastic, Tyvek,

seamless data communication between the sealer,

are saying about you, not what you’re

Mylar, Pet, Coated Tyvek, paper and plastic, lami-

the vision system and the printer. This drastically

saying about yourself”. With this pack-

nated foil and metalized foil bags. With its stainless

reduces the cost of integration and allows the

age, the Supersealer MBS and the Code

steel construction, a motorized Pedestal, a sensor

Supersealer’s HMI/GUI to control both the printer

Tech iJET with Keyence scanner customers

for broken bands and a wrinkle detector, the

and camera from a single point.

will be able to package their products in

Supersealer MBS offers the best control package

the most reliable and cost effective way,

for the Medical companies on the market today.

meeting the compliance dates for UDI

The PLC controller monitors variables at all times,

requirements.

the touch-screen enables access to all information
required for calibration and validation; change of
the machine settings is as easy as a touch of a button. The machine comes standard equipped with
an external Ethernet port for accessing the PLC
and a USB port to allow users to download data
logging batch data onto a USB memory stick.
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